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Sacred Retreat in Attica, Greece
20-21-22-23 September 2021
Come and meet the Goddesses on the sacred land of Greece,
wander in the ancient places of worship, celebrate by the sea and in
the wild mountains, gather with the nymphs in ceremony, meditate
on the beach, remember the Goddesses rituals and bask in
rejuvenation. You will also eat Mediterranean fresh food, enjoy
some rest and quiet time and get to hang out with me !

Sacred Accommodation
Our retreat accommodation
is a whole secluded villa with
swimming pool, on top of a
hill offering breathtaking sea
and mountain views, 20
minutes from Athens airport.
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Sacred Experience

Sacred Retreat
in Attica, Greece

20-21-22-23 September 2021

During the Retreat we will be visiting
sites and temples that are connected and
consecrated to the Goddesses since the
8th century BC.
We will hear our mothers and
grandmothers whisper secret rituals,
ancient knowledge and advice.
We will learn to listen and hear the
Goddess and the land speak as they did
to the wise ones who came before us.
We will walk the ancient priestesses’
path, and participate in mysteries as old
as the land.
I will lead you to allow the message of
the Goddess to emerge, and Her wisdom
and secrets to be shared with you,
through
oracle
spreads,
guided
meditation, rituals and ceremony, as well
as sacred walk, gentle movement and
deep, transformational and inspirational
breath and energy work.
In a safe space we will take time to
discuss and to honor what you need,
whether it is rest, sleep, breathe, read,
journal, learn, grow, laugh, or celebrate!
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Sacred Sites

Sacred Retreat
in Attica, Greece
20-21-22-23 September 2021

On day one, after a quiet morning
introduction, we will leave for Brauron
and the Temple of Artemis, where we will
immerse in sisterhood energy and meet
our wild woman.
On day two, we travel far and visit two
temples, first in Eleusis, where the
Eleusinian Mysteries initiations were held
every year for the cult of Demeter and
Persephone.
We then travel further along and visit the
Heraion, Temple of Hera, in a beautiful
location by the sea.
On day three, we spend the sunset at
Sounio and admire one of best preserved
temples of Greece, dedicated to the God
of sea and oceans, Poseidon.
On day four, we visit the the Parthenon,
Temple of Athena on the Acropolis in
Athens, before ending our retreat with
yet another empowering ritual.
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Sacred Promises
You Can Expect...

Sacred Retreat
in Attica, Greece
21-22-23 May 2020

To feel right at home
A real jump start to your transformation and empowerment
Daily ancient wisdom & inspiring insights
Time to chill, rest, journal, be alone
Alternation of outside visits and at home energy and ritual work
Meeting and getting to know the main Greek Goddesses and their
Archetypes
Leisure walks on the beach or the hill tops (all group excursions
are optional)
Bright blue skies & beautiful, warm Greek sun
Healthy, home-made, locally sourced food at home or in local
restaurants
Transportation in an AC minibus with a driver
Connexion with other amazing women and the joy to unite in
circle
Maybe a dive in the sea … providing the temperature is acceptable
for you !
You will leave feeling …
Nourished – physically, emotionally and spiritually
Understood, supported, held and grounded by the Goddesses
Relaxed, replenished and restored, with a gentle energy boost
Re-connected with your sacred self and with the Goddesses
Enriched with knowledge, tools and means to keep walking
towards your Higher Self
Equipped with result-focused ideas and tips
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Sacred Information

Sacred Retreat
in Attica, Greece

20-21-22-23 September 2021

Dates

Arrival evening of September 19th (or morning of September 20th)
Retreat 20 – 21 – 22 – 23 September
Departure after breakfast 10am September 24th

What’s included

Accommodation 5 nights 4 days
All meals Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner (plus dinner on the 19th,
breakfast on the 24th) plus snacks at home
Trips to sacred sites, transfers & transport
Sacred Sites visits (entrance fees) and ritual ceremonies
Greek Goddesses Energy awakening with Isaya
Various rituals, circles and ceremonies
Oracle card spreads, meditations, gentle mouvement
Incredible experiences !

Not included

Flights (suggested airport Athens, Greece)
Airport or Athens center transfers to/from accommodation
(taxi from airport around 40€, Uber around 20€ all can be arranged for
you in advance)
Additional drinks & snacks when out

Health, Safety and Cancellations

Have a look at the next page which deals
with the special conditions we are facing in 2021
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Sacred Health, Safety
and Cancellations

Sacred Retreat
in Attica, Greece
20-21-22-23 September 2021

Health

To attend this retreat and be able to join the excursions and outings, you
need to be in a correct physical shape. There is going to be some walking
(nothing too sporty or difficult though), and some of the temples are on
hilltops (most are not wheelchair accessible). If you have any doubts
about that, please contact me.

Safety

Considering the unusual circonstances of the global covid-19 pandemic,
this retreat is subject to a specific set of regulations and precautionary
mesures.
To attend this retreat you will NEED a vaccine certificate. As a matter of
fact, this is a requirement from the Greece government for you to enter
Greece during the pandemic.
By joining this retreat, you agree to conform to any rules and regulations
emanating from the Greek government and to wear a mask wherever and
whenever appropriate.
Isaya will be vaccinated, as will any of her team.
The Villa's owner has committed to Airbnb’s 5-step enhanced cleaning
process—a set of standards developed in partnership with experts, for the
times of COVID-19 and beyond.
Any people we get in close contact with will either be vaccinated and/or
wear gloves and mask (including the driver, cook, etc)

Cancellations

If the retreat is cancelled for any reason, you will get 100% refund.
If you cancel for any reason before September 15th, you will get 100%
refund (whether you can't or you decide not to).
Final date for cancellations on either side is September 15th. After that, I
cannot refund anyone for any reason.
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Sacred Investment

Sacred Retreat
in Attica, Greece

20-21-22-23 September 2021

Investment is variable,
depending on your accommodation choices
Single room with en-suite bathroom : 2499€ (euros)
Room and en-suite bathroom shared with one other person: 1999€
(euros)
Room and en-suite bathroom shared with two other persons :
1499€ (euros)
BONUS +1 ! Bring one friend to share your room and get one hour of
1:1 coaching after the retreat to integrate the energies.
BONUS +2 ! Bring two friends to share your room and get the above
mentioned Bonus plus a 30cm resin statue of a Greek Goddess.

Payment
Payment in full or deposit of 500€
+ payment plan for remainder to be paid
in full 8 weeks before retreat.

For booking or info
email: sisters@isayabelle.com

Total of 12 spots available
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Sacred Praise

Sacred Retreat
in Attica, Greece

from various workshops and retreats 20-21-22-23 September 2021

During this evening, I did experience well-being as well as serenity, and,
as I do every time I work with Isaya, I discovered things about myself. This
workshop gave me more strength to be fully myself. I love those
moments spent with women in all simplicity. They are moments of
communion and joy and I leave feeling refreshed and pumped with
energy.
Nath F.
Thanks to Isaya, I pay a subtler attention to the magic aspect of my
everyday life. What I loved is the sincerity of your transmission, of your
implication. Your greatest quality is your profound desire to contribute,
to assist, enlighten, guide others towards a more spiritual life.
Mirza
I just did the Hestia workshop and it was amazing to release her from
within to start working more closely with her. Thank you for that it was
fantastic and I loved your break down of her. I was told a few years ago to
bring her forward but I couldn’t find much about her and now I feel ready
to work more with her. I love the work you are doing here!
Sarah H.

What I find most impressive about her is her
total honesty in the work she does.
Indeed she is fully dedicated to taking good
care of the people around her, and every
time a session comes to an end, I have a nice
feeling of comfort and profound emotional
well-being.
Josephine K.
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Your Sacred Mentor

Sacred Retreat
in Attica, Greece
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Hello, I'm Isaya from isayabelle.com, I'm a multi-passionate writer, a mixed
media spiritual artist and crafter, as well as a magico-pragmatic mindset and
biz coach, goddess teacher and traveling priestess.
My work focuses upon personal empowerment, and how to fulfill our soul’s
needs. I inspire, accompany and motivate women to dare through change,
rise to an enhanced, upcycled, more colorful, happier version of themselves,
and create a new empowered life and biz !
I live in France but I'm from Greece so I discuss daily with the likes of Athena
and Aphrodite, and I teach women to empower themselves, rise with the
accompaniment of the Greek goddesses Archetypes, and feel supported by
the Divine Feminine in all aspects of their lives (motherhood, menopause,
sexuality, biz, relationships, creativity, health, etc)... and more !
I have been working with the Divine Feminine for over 20 years, in real life
and online, and have facilitated women’s circles, red tents, artist workshops
and sacred retreats all over the world.
I help women who feel "too much" dare to rise, take up their rightful place,
shine their light and talk their truth in the world !
What inspires me to get my message out there is that I am on a mission to
spread the awakening of Divine Feminine Energy in the world and that my
own blend of magic is unique but very accessible, needs no skills or prerequisites ... Just mindset and a little help from the Greek Goddesses !

More info about me on isayabelle.com

Email for booking and info:
sisters@isayabelle.com
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